MLA Sample Works Cited
Based on MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers (7th edition)

**Standard Book Form (one author)**

**Magazine article**

**Newspaper article**

**Journal article (paginated by volume)**

**Journal article (paginated by issue)**

**Unsigned article**

**Database (Magazine article)**

**Database (Journal article)**

For more information on documenting online sources, including web pages, in correct MLA format, please refer to the Modern Language Association’s *MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers* (7th edition), which is on reserve in the library.
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MLA Sample Works Cited: Web Sources

The following information and examples based on *MLA Handbook of Writers of Research Papers* (7th edition) on reserve in the library.

PLEASE NOTE: While the descriptions highlight *N.p.*, *n.d.*, *Web*, *Print*, *n. pag.* by italicizing them, in the actual citations they would not be italicized.

**Short work from a Web site**
A short work includes articles, poems, documents that are not book length or appear as internal pages on a Web site. Include the following in the citation: author’s name; title of short work in quotation marks; title of the Web site in italics; the publisher or sponsor of the site (if not available, use *N.p.*); date of publication (if date not available, use *n.d.*); the medium of publication; date you accessed

**Example**


**Scholarly journal published on Web**
Some journals exist in Web format only, and some exist in print and in Web format. The following is for journals published as Web-only. To cite works from a journal on the Web, including articles, reviews, editorials, and letters to editor, follow the recommendations for citing such works in print sources (see section 5.5 in *MLA Handbook of Writers of Research Papers* -7th), but do not give *Print* as the publication medium. Instead, use *Web* as publication medium and end the citation by providing the date of access. If the source lacks page numbers, use *n. pag.* to indicate.

**Example**
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